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Du’ā for Reading the Book

R

ead the following Du’ā (supplication) before studying a
religious book or Islamic lesson, Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ, you will
remember whatever you study:
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Translation
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Open the portal of knowledge and wisdom for us,
Yā Allah Ȑ
and have mercy on us! O the One who is the Most Honourable
and Magnificent!

$O0XVWDϭUDIYROSS 

Note: Recite ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī once before and after the Du’ā.
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Du’ā for Reading the Book͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯ 
Transliteration Chart͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ǀŝ

A Brief Method of Hajj͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭ
ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞŽĨৡĂůĈƚͲ͚ůĂŶͲEĂďţ

͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭ 

ǆĐĞůůĞŶĐĞŽĨ,Ăũũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭ 
͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯ

dǁŽƐĂǇŝŶŐƐŽĨ,ŽůǇWƌŽƉŚĞƚ

dǇƉĞƐŽĨ,Ăũũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯ 
YŝƌĈŶ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯ 
dĂŵĂƚƚƵ͛͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯ 
/ĨƌĈĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯ
/ŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶĨŽƌ,ĂũũYŝƌĈŶ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯ
/ŶƚĞŶƚŝŽŶĨŽƌ,Ăũũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰ 
DĂĚĂŶţƉĞĂƌů͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϱ 
>ĂďďĂţŬ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϱ 
ƚŚ
>ĞĂǀŝŶŐĨŽƌDŝŶĈŽŶϴ ƵůͲণŝũũĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϱ 
Ƶ͛ĈŽĨƚŚĞŶŝŐŚƚŽĨ͚ƌĂĨĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϲ
ƚŚ
>ĞĂǀŝŶŐĨŽƌ͚ƌĂĨĈƚŽŶϵ ƵůͲণŝũũĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϲ 
Ƶ͛ĈŽĨƉĂƚŚǁĂǇƚŽ͚ƌĂĨĈƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϳ
^ƵƉƉůŝĐĂƚŝŽŶƐŽĨ͚ƌĂĨĈƚ^ŚĂƌţĨ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϴ
/ƚŝƐ^ƵŶŶĂƩƚŽŵĂŬĞƵ͛ĈŝŶ͚ƌĂĨĈƚǁŚŝůƐƚƐƚĂŶĚŝŶŐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϵ
ĞƉĂƌƚƵƌĞĨŽƌDƵǌĚĂůŝĨĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϵ
DĞƚŚŽĚŽĨŽĨĨĞƌŝŶŐDĂŐŚƌŝďৡĂůĈƩĂŶĚ͚/ƐŚĈৡĂůĈƩŝŶ
ĐŽŵďŝŶĂƚŝŽŶ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϵ 
^ƚĂǇŝŶDƵǌĚĂůŝĨĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϬ
ƚŚ
ZĂŵţ͖ĨŝƌƐƚƌŝƚĞŽĨϭϬ ƵůͲণŝũũĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϬ
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^ĂĐƌŝĨŝĐĞ;YƵƌďĈŶţͿŽĨ,Ăũũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϬ
ƚŚ
ƚŚ
ZĂŵţŽĨϭϭ ĂŶĚϭϮ ƵůͲণŝũũĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϭ
৫ĂǁĈĨͲƵǌͲŝǇĈƌĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϭ
৫ĂǁĈĨͲĞͲZƵŬŚৢĂƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϯ
dŚŝƌƚĞĞŶDĂĚĂŶţƉĞĂƌůƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϯ
Pilgrimage to Madinah Munawwarah͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϲ 
ŽŵĞĂƚĈďͲƵůͲĂƋţ͛͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϲ
/ŶǁŚĂƚĚŝƌĞĐƚŝŽŶŝƐŚŝƐďůĞƐƐĞĚĨĂĐĞ͍͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϳ
^ĂůĈŵŝŶĐŽƵƌƚŽĨ,ŽůǇWƌŽƉŚĞƚ

͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϴ 

iûh iġ

h

 ǂ
h j K͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϵ
^ĂůĈŵŝŶĐŽƵƌƚŽĨৡŝĚĚţƋŬďĂƌŷŶȭĬA
iûh iġ

h

 ǂ
h j K͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϵ
^ĂůĈŵŝŶĐŽƵƌƚŽĨ&ĈƌƻƋ͛ĂŵŷŶȭĬA
^ĂǇ^ĂůĈŵŝŶĐŽƵƌƚŽĨ^ŚĂţŬŚĂţŶƚŽŐĞƚŚĞƌ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϭϵ
ŽŶ͛ƚƚƵƌŶǇŽƵƌďĂĐŬƚŽǁĂƌĚƐ'ŽůĚĞŶ'ƌŝůůĞĨŽƌƵ͛Ĉ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϮϬ
DĂĚĂŶţƌĞƋƵĞƐƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϮϬ
&ƌĂŐƌĂŶƚDĂĚĂŶţƉĞĂƌů͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϭ
WĂǇĂƚƚĞŶƚŝŽŶ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϭ 
ŶŝŶƚƌŽĚƵĐƚŝŽŶƚŽĂǁĂƚͲĞͲ/ƐůĂŵŝ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϮϮ
dŚĞŶĞĐĞƐƐŝƚǇŽĨĂǁĂƚͲĞͲ/ƐůĂŵŝ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϯ
ůůĂƌĞƉƌĞĂĐŚĞƌƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϰ 
WƌĂǇĞƌƐǁŝůůŶŽƚďĞĂŶƐǁĞƌĞĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϰ
ĚŵŽŶŝƚŝŽŶŽĨĚŝǀŝŶĞƉƵŶŝƐŚŵĞŶƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϱ
dŚĞĞƐƚĂďůŝƐŚŵĞŶƚŽĨĂǁĂƚͲĞͲ/ƐůĂŵŝ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϱ
ϭ͘ďŽƵƚϭϴϲĐŽƵŶƚƌŝĞƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϳ
Ϯ͘WƌĞĂĐŚŝŶŐĂŵŽŶŐƚŚĞŶŽŶͲDƵƐůŝŵƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϳ
ϯ͘DĂĚĂŶţYĈĨŝůĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϳ
ϰ͘DĂĚĂŶţƚƌĂŝŶŝŶŐĐĞŶƚƌĞƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϳ
ϱ͘ŽŶƐƚƌƵĐƚŝŽŶŽĨDĂƐĈũŝĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϴ
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ϲ͘dŚĞ/ŵĈŵƐŽĨDĂƐĈũŝĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϴ
ϳ͘Ƶŵď͕ĞĂĨĂŶĚůŝŶĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϴ
ŚƌŝƐƚŝĂŶ͛ƐĞŵďƌĂĐŝŶŐŽĨ/ƐůĂŵ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϴ
ϴ͘:ĂŝůƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘Ϯϵ 
ŶĂĚŵŝƌĞƌŽĨ ƚŚĞWƌŽƉŚĞƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϬ
ϵ͘ŽůůĞĐƚŝǀĞ/͛ƚŝŬĈĨ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϭ 
dŚĞǁŚŽůĞĨĂŵŝůǇĞŵďƌĂĐĞĚ/ƐůĂŵĚƵĞƚŽƚŚĞďůĞƐƐŝŶŐƐŽĨ/͛ƚŝŬĈĨϯϮ
,ŽǁƚŽďĞĐŽŵĞĂDƵƌţĚ;ĚŝƐĐŝƉůĞͿ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϯ
ϭϬ͘tĞĞŬůǇ͕ϭϭ͘WƌŽǀŝŶĐŝĂůΘ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϯ
ϭϮ͘>ĂƌŐĞƐƚĐŽŶŐƌĞŐĂƚŝŽŶĂƉĂƌƚĨƌŽŵ,Ăũũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϯ
ƌƵŐĂĚĚŝĐƚŝŽŶǁĂƐĚŝƐĐĂƌĚĞĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϰ
ϭϯ͘DĂĚĂŶţƌĞǀŽůƵƚŝŽŶŝŶ/ƐůĂŵŝĐƐŝƐƚĞƌƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϱ
/ǁĂƐĨĂƐŚŝŽŶͲĂďůĞ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϲ 
ϭϰ͘DĂĚĂŶţ/Ŷ͛ĈŵĈƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϳ
dŚĞƌĞǁĂƌĚŽĨƉĞƌĨŽƌŵŝŶŐ&ŝŬƌͲĞͲDĂĚţŶĂƩĚĂŝůǇ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϳ
ϭϱ͘DĂĚĂŶţDƵǏĈŬĂƌĂƩƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϴ
ϭϲ͘dƌĂŝŶŝŶŐŽĨণƵũũĈũ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϴ
ϭϳ͘ĚƵĐĂƚŝŽŶĂůŝŶƐƚŝƚƵƚĞƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϵ
ϭϴ͘:Ĉŵŝ͛ĂͲƚƵůͲDĂĚţŶĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϵ
ϭϵ͘DĂĚƌĂƐĂͲƚƵůͲDĂĚţŶĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϯϵ
ϮϬ͘DĂĚƌĂƐĂͲƚƵůͲDĂĚţŶĂƩ;ĨŽƌĂĚƵůƚƐͿ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϬ
Ϯϭ͘ůŝŶŝĐƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϬ 
ϮϮ͘dĂŬŚĂৢৢƵৢͲĨŝůͲ&ŝƋƩ;ƐƉĞĐŝĂůŝǌĂƚŝŽŶŝŶ&ŝƋƩͿ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϬ
Ϯϯ͘^ŚĂƌţ͛ĂƚĐŽƵƌƐĞĂŶĚƚƌĂĚŝŶŐĐŽƵƌƐĞ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϬ
Ϯϰ͘DĂũůŝƐdĂতƋţƋĈƚͲĞͲ^ŚĂƌţ͛ĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϭ
Ϯϱ͘ĈƌͲƵůͲ/ĨƚĈƩůͲĞͲ^ƵŶŶĂƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϭ
Ϯϲ͘/ŶƚĞƌŶĞƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϭ 
Ϯϳ͘KŶͲůŝŶĞĈƌͲƵůͲ/ĨƚĈƩůͲĞͲ^ƵŶŶĂƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϭ
Y
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ϮϴͲϮϵ͘DĂŬƚĂďĂͲƚƵůͲDĂĚţŶĂƩΘDĂĚţŶĂͲƚƵůͲ͚/ůŵŝǇǇĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϮ
ϯϬ͘DĂũůŝƐdĂĨƚţƐŚ<ƵƚƵďͲŽͲZĂƐĈŝů͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϮ
ϯϭ͘ŝĨĨĞƌĞŶƚĐŽƵƌƐĞƐ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϮ
ϯϮ͘5ৢĈůͲĞͲaĂǁĈď͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϯ
ϯϯ͘^ƚĂůůƐŽĨDĂŬƚĂďĂͲƚƵůͲDĂĚţŶĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϯ 
ϯϰ͘DĂũůŝƐͲĞͲdĂƌĈũŝŵ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϯ
ϯϱ͘/ũƚŝŵĈ͛ĈƚďƌŽĂĚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϯ
ϯϲ͘dĂƌďţǇǇĂƚţ/ũƚŝŵĈ͛Ĉƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϰ
ϯϳ͘DĂĚĂŶţĐŚĂŶŶĞů͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϰ
ϯϴ͘DĂũůŝƐͲĞͲZĈďŝ৬ĂƩ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϰ
ϯϵ͘DĂũůŝƐͲĞͲDĈůŝǇĈƚ͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘͘ϰϱ
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Transliteration Chart


A/a



Ř/ř



L/l



A/a



Z/z



M/m



B/b

X/x

N/n

P/p

S/s

V/v,
W/w



T/t



Sh/sh



৩/৪



ৡ/ৢ

  

Ĥ/ĥ



Š/š



ঋ/ঌ



Y/y



J/j



৫/৬



Y/y



Ch



/


A/a



ণ/ত

!

‘

#

Kh/kh

$

Gh/gh

%

I/i

&

D/d

'

F/f



Ū/ū

(

উ/ঊ

)

Q/q



Ī/ī

*

Ż/ż



K/k

+

R/r

,

G/g



Ā/ā

"

U/u
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A Brief Method of Hajj
Excellence of ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī



Äǭ
The Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has stated,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ sends angels
‘When the day of Thursday comes, Allah Ȑ
who have papers made of silver and pens made of gold; they
write as to who recites ৡalāt upon me in abundance during the
day of Thursday and the night of Friday.’ .DQ]XOՌ8PPÁOSS
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Excellence of Hajj
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ says in the Holy Quran (in part 2, Sūraĥ AlAllah Ȑ
Baqaraĥ, verse 196):

And fulfil Hajj and ‘Umraĥ for
Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
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Two sayings of Holy Prophet



Äǭ
1. The Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä has
stated, ‘The one who performed Hajj and did not commit
Rafaš (indecent talks) and transgression, returned as free
of sins as he was on the day when his mother gave birth to
him.’ ϢDΥëΥ%XNKÁUë.LWÁEXO+DMM%ÁE$O+DMMXO0DEUīUSS

YROΤDGëġ

2. The ণājī will intercede for his 400 family members, and
he will become free from sins as he was on the day when
his mother gave birth to him. 0XVQDG$O%D]]ÁUZLWKUHIHUHQFH
WR6D\\LGXQÁ$Eī0īVÁ$VKՍDUëSSYROΤDGëġ

Types of Hajj
There are three types of Hajj:
(1) Qirān (2) Tamattu’ (3) Ifrād

Qirān
It is the most preferred type of Hajj. The performer of this Hajj
is called a Qārin. For this Hajj, the intention of both Hajj and
‘Umraĥ is made together after Iতrām has been put on. After
performing ‘Umraĥ, the Qārin cannot get ণalq or Qaৢr1 done;

ণalq implies getting all the hair of head shaved while Qaৢr means getting every hair
of a quarter of the head trimmed equal to at least a finger digit in length.

1
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rather, he will remain in the state of Iতrām as usual. On the
10th, 11th or 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ, after having ণalq or Qaৢr done and
making sacrifice (Qurbānī), he will remove his Iতrām.

Tamattu’
The performer of this type of Hajj is called a Mutamatte’.
Those coming from outside Miqāt in the months of Hajj can
perform this Hajj. For example, the people from Indo-Pak
usually perform Tamattu’. The convenience that lies in it is
that the Mutamatte’, after performing ‘Umraĥ, can get ণalq or
Qaৢr done and remove his Iতrām. Then, on 8th Żul-ণijjaĥ or
before it, Iতrām of Hajj is put on.

Ifrād
The performer of this type of Hajj is called a Mufrid. This type
of Hajj does not include ‘Umraĥ. Only the Iতrām for Hajj is put
on. The residents of Makkaĥ and ণillī, i.e. those living between
ণaram area and Miqāt (e.g. the people of Jeddah) perform Hajj
Ifrād (people coming from other countries can also perform
Ifrād).

Intention for Hajj Qirān
The Qārin should make intention for both Hajj and ‘Umraĥ in
the following words:
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û ğ h h h û h i û k h h ğ hû h h h û i û i û i û k ğ i ġ h
û k Ųĵųh Ÿi Ů
 ŀơA
Qƴj

ĸŪȩbǓĵ
 j ųŸ Ǫj ɀ Ŧ
 bCŋ ų šůA ŉɆjK Aƭjj AűŹ Űɉ A
j
 h ġ e û i h i û h û h h ğ hû h h h û i û i û h h
 šh ȩjĬĵ
 j ŕj Űƥĵ
 ųŹj j ķĺŲ ŋń
 AbŀơA
 bCŋ ų šůA ĺɆ ź ŵ
 QǓĵ


Translation: Yā Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ! I make the intention of Hajj and
‘Umraĥ, make both of them easy for me and accept them from
me. I have made the intention of Hajj and ‘Umraĥ and have put
on the Iতrām of both just for the sake of Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ .

Intention for Hajj
After putting on the Iতrām of Hajj, the Mufrid should make
the following intention. Similarly, after putting on Iতrām, the
Mutamatte’ should also make the following intention on 8th
Żul-ণijjaĥ or before it.

h h û k h h û k i û ğ h h h û i û k h h ğ hû i û i û k ğ i ġ h
û
jŷZžŰ ŠƴZj
 j ŠAbƴZj
 ŀơA
 j aǪj ɀ Ŧ
 ŉɆjK Aƭjj Aű Ź Űɉ
A
j ŲŷŰ ĸŪȩbǓ
 h ġ
h h ğ hû i û h h Q û û û h h
i Ųû ŋh ń
 Ʌb
 j ]jKĵ
 šh ȩjĬ
 j jŷj ķĺ
û Ab
ŀơA
 QǓĵ
 ĺɆ ź ŵ jŷžjȯ Ǔ
Translation: Yā Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ ! I make the intention of Hajj, make it
easy for me and accept it from me. Help me in offering it and
make it blessed for me. I have made the intention for Hajj and
have worn its Iতrām for the sake of Allah Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ .
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Madanī pearl
Intention means the willingness of heart. It is better to make
intention verbally. Intention in Arabic will only be useful if the
maker of intention understands its meaning. Otherwise, make
intention in your own language. Presence of intention in heart
is a condition in all cases.

Labbaīk
After making the intention (whether it is the intention of
‘Umraĥ or that of Hajj) it is necessary to utter Labbaīk at least
once; uttering it thrice is preferable. Labbaīk is as follows:

h h h h h û h h h ûğh Qh ûğh ğ i ġ h Qh ûğh
ūžû Ȋğ ū
 ɉū
 ɆǨ
j ƅūžȊ
ū
 žȊ
 űŹ Űɉ A ūžȊ

h h û h h Q h û i û h h h h h û k h h û h û ğ
Q h
 ɉū
 ɆǨ
 ū
j ƅ ū
 Ű ųɉAbū
 ɉĹ ųš j ȍAbŉų ơA
 `j A

Q

Leaving for Minā on 8th Żul-ণijjaƩ
 If possible, go on the journey of Minā, ‘Arafāt and
Muzdalifaĥ etc. on foot as 70 million good deeds will be
written for every step you take, till you return to Makkahû

û hû i ġ

 Ůj Ř
 ŧůAb
 JĬ
i Abh
tul-Mukarramaĥ. űžû Şj šůA

 Utter Talbiyaĥ and ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī abundantly all the
way. As soon as Minā appears, recite ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī and
the following Du’ā:
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hh ûi û h e h h ğ iġ h
h h
h
h ųh ķȇ
h Ŷû Ŷh Ųĵ
ğ
 Qūj ɋĵhȎ
j bû Aȇ
 jŷj ķĺ

ǺŲĵ
 ŦƴjŲAŊŸ űŹ Űɉ
A
j

 You will be offering five ৡalāĥ (from ৡalāt-u-uĥr of 8th
Żul-ণijjaĥ to ৡalāt-ul-Fajr of 9th Żul-ণijjaĥ) in Minā as
the Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä ȻȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ also did the same.

Du’ā of the night of ‘ArafaƩ

ğ  û i i iûh mh ğ
ğ  û i
hû
Pj ˱ƅA
 Ǎj dû ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
ĸZ
 ZŎŷZ őŋ Šj;ĵųZ
 ZŏɉAǍj dû ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
 ZŎ
ĸZ
ğ  û i iiû h û hû
ğ  ûi ii ûh
jKĵğȍAǍ
 j d
û ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
ĸ Ŏŷ Ű žj ȼ Ŏŋj Ņ
 ȊA
 Ǎ
 j dû ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
ĸ Ŏŷ Ĵ Ś
j ź Ɋ
ğ  û i ii hû i
hû
û ğ h  û i i i h û h ğ hû Ǎ
ǚ
j û ŪůAǍ
 j dû ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
ĸ Ŏŷ ŵĵ śŰ Ŏ
j djȑAŴŅĸŎŷļƧKjĹ Ŷ ƠA
ğ  û i i i û i mh hû
ğ  û i ii h h
h ȯh Kh d
şZ
û ȑA
j Ŵh Ņ
ĸZ
 Ŏŷ Zńb Kj; Aź ZŹɉA Ǎ
 j djû ȑAŴh Ņ
ĸŎŷĳĵŘũ
h h ûh h û ğ  û i h hû h h h û ğ  ûi mh ğ
įZł
Ű Ɋƅd
 ȑA
j Ŵ
h ŅĸZ
 ŎP˱ƅA
 şZŗbd
 ȑA
j Ŵh Ņĸ Ŏ;h ĵų ŏɉA
h ğ iû hh ûh hh
Q û
 jŷȎj Aƅj AŷŶj ŲįłŶ Ųƅb
(Recite ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī once before and after the Du’ā).

Leaving for ‘Arafāt on 9th Żul-ণijjaƩ
On 9th Żul-ণijjaĥ, after offering Fajr ৡalāĥ in its Mustaতab time,
remain busy with reciting Talbiyaĥ, doing Żikr and making
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Du’ā until the sun rises and shines on the mount Šabīr which is
situated opposite Masjid Khayf. Now proceed towards ‘Arafāt
with a trembling heart whilst doing Żikr and reciting Talbiyaĥ
and ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī abundantly. Furthermore, recite this Du’ā
once whilst leaving Minā:

Du’ā of pathway to ‘Arafāt

h Ġ h hiû h h h û i hû h hûh û ğ iġ h
ŴZj
û ŲĵZŹh Ʌû ŋj k ũbh řZ
ȰĵŹ ȩbŉZţ˅g b ŉZZţǞ
 ZŇĵZŹŰ šŁA
 űŹ Űɉ
A
ġ h h h h û
h h h
h h h h û
i ZŹû Ł
 ŲĵŸ ŉû jšûķAbh  ū
 j ŵAźŗ
 jK
ĺ
ğ źh Ļ ūZȎjû Aűğ ZŹi Űɉ
 Abh  ūś
j ňZŎ ŴZj
û h û h Ġ û hh û h û h û h h i ûğhh h ûh h h
û ZûŵJh ŮZ
Ʊ

šŁĵ
 Ŧ DIKA űj ɆŋZ
 źj ɉb
 ĺZȣź Ļ ū
 žŰ Šb
j ŭůA ūZŹj Ł
j
û h h û ûkhi hh û ûh û ğ e û iû h û k h ğ e û i û h
û j Ǔ
Ǎ
û j ]
 jKĵZ
 Ʌbƴ
 ƅbƴ
 j Zȼj ž ƛ
 j ZƧKAbAKb ǚ
 Ųƺ
 j ńbAKź ŧŤ Ų
û h û h h
h û h ki  h h ğ û h h
hhh

ȇ



ū
ŵj

A

Ʋ
Łĵ
ń
Dĵ
Ŧ
ŋ
š
ķ

Ŗ
 ȁ

ũA

bdŋj ŧŎ
 Qŋf ûŽŉj ũ;g ƾ
j
g
j
j
j
(Recite ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī once before and after the Du’ā).
In ‘Arafāt, the ৡalāĥ of uĥr and ‘Aৢr are offered together
during the stipulated time of uĥr but this is subject to certain
conditions. You should offer uĥr ৡalāĥ in uĥr timings and
‘Aৢr ৡalāĥ in ‘Aৢr timings with congregation in your camp.
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Supplications of ‘Arafāt Sharīf
According to a ণadīš, the one reciting following Kalimaĥ of
Tawতīd (Oneness), Sūraĥ Ikhlāৢ and the below-mentioned
ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī 100 times each, in the afternoon, in his Mawqif
(the place where he will be staying), he is forgiven. In addition,
if he intercedes for all those present in ‘Arafāt Sharīf, his
intercession will be accepted.
1. Recite this Kalimaĥ of Tawতīd (Oneness) 100 times:

û h i û i û i h Q i h h û h h i h û h i ġ ğ h  h
ŉi Zųû ơA
h Ȕi bh ū
 ZŰųɉA  Ȕ
 Ȕ

j ƅ aŉ ń
 b ĬA ƅj AȔj Aƅ
 ū
 ɆǨ
ki  h h i h i û i h û i
Qf û h
û h ȁ
ŋ Žŉj ũ;g ƾ
 ĺž ųj Ɇ b ƻ
j Ž
j ȇźŸ b

2. Recite Sūraĥ Ikhlāৢ 100 times.
3. Recite this ৡalāt-‘Alan-Nabī 100 times:

h h h h ûğ h h h ğhi h k h h k h ğ iġ h
(ĵŵjŉj žk Ŏ
 )ȇ ĺž Ű Ŕĵ
 ųŬ
  ŉg ųƤ (ĵŵjŉj ž Ŏ
 )ȇ Ůj Ŕ űŹ Űɉ
A
 h
ğ
h
h h ğ
ŉf Zžû ƣ
j ŉf Zžû Ƨ
j ūZŵj Aűh žjû ŸAŋh Zûķj A(ĵŵjŉj žk ZŎh )^j Aȇbh űh žjû ŸAŋh Zûķj A
Q û i h h h û h h ğ
ű Ź šŲĵŶž Ű Šb
4. Recite the following three times:

ġ ih û h iġ h
h û jĬb
 ŉi ųû ơA
j ǚȱ
 AĬA
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5. Recite Kalimaĥ of Tawতīd once and then recite following
Du’ā three times:

ûğ
û ğ iġ h
û û kh h  iû û
dź Ū ȋĵZZ
û j ųZ
û Zŕj ŠA
 bh ƴZZ
Ū
ŵ
b

d

ŉ
Z
Z
Ź
ɉĵ

ķ


ƭj
ŉ
ZZ
Ÿ
AűZZŹŰɉ
A
j
j
j ķƴ
j
j
 iû
 û
û
 bû ƅAbh j Cŋjh ŇƅA
 Ǎ
 j Ƞ
 QȠ
û j ŋû jŧţA
 bh

It is SunnaƩ to make Du’ā in ‘Arafāt whilst standing
Remember! The ণājī will not offer Maghrib ৡalāĥ in the plain
of ‘Arafāt. Instead, ৡalāĥ of Maghrib and ‘Ishā will be offered
in combination in Muzdalifaĥ in the timing of ‘Ishā ৡalāĥ.

Departure for MuzdalifaƩ
When it is sure that the sun has set completely, move from
‘Arafāt Sharīf to Muzdalifaĥ. Keep reciting Żikr, ৡalāt-‘AlanNabī and Labbaīk all the way. Yesterday, the rights of Allah
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ were forgiven, and the forgiveness for the rights of people
Ȑ
is promised here, (in Muzdalifaĥ).

Method of offering Maghrib ৡalāƩ and ‘Ishā ৡalāƩ in
combination
Here (in Muzdalifaĥ), you have to offer both ৡalāĥs with a single
Ażān and a single Iqāmat. Therefore, after Ażān and Iqāmat,
first offer three Farঌ Rak’āt of Maghrib ৡalāĥ. Then, right after
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performing the Salām of Maghrib ৡalāĥ, offer Farঌ of ‘Ishā
ৡalāĥ. Thereafter, offer Sunan of Maghrib and then offer Sunan
and Witr of ‘Ishā.

Stay in MuzdalifaƩ
It is Sunnat-ul-Muakkadaĥ to spend night in Muzdalifaĥ but it
is Wājib to stay over there at least for a moment. The stipulated
time for stay at Muzdalifaĥ is from ৡubত-e-ৡādiq up to sunrise.
If one spends even a single moment in Muzdalifaĥ within the
described duration, his stay in Muzdalifaĥ will be valid.
Obviously, the one who offers Fajr ৡalāĥ within Fajr timings in
Muzdalifaĥ, his stay is valid.

Ramī; first rite of 10th Żul-ণijjaƩ
On returning to Minā Sharīf from Muzdalifaĥ, come towards
Jamra-tul-‘Aqabaĥ (big Satan). Today (i.e., 10th Żul-ণijjaĥ),
stones will be hurled at only on this Jamraĥ (the big one).

Sacrifice (Qurbānī) of Hajj
 After hurling stones at the big Jamraĥ on 10th Żul-ণijjaĥ,
come to the slaughter area and perform Qurbānī (sacrifice
of animal). This Qurbānī is Wājib for the Qārin and the
Mutamatte’ in thankfulness for Hajj even if he is Faqīr
(poor).
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 This Qurbānī is Mustaতab for the Mufrid even if he is
wealthy.
 After performing Qurbānī, get ণalq or Qaৢr1 done.
 Remember! Performing these three acts in order is Wājib.
(1) First: Ramī (2) Then: Qurbānī (3) Then: ণalq or Qaৢr.
 As Qurbānī is not Wājib for the Mufrid, he may get ণalq
or Qaৢr done after Ramī.

Ramī of 11th and 12th Żul-ণijjaƩ
On 11th and 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ, stones are to be hurled at all the
three Satans after the commencement of uĥr timings. First
hurl stones at Jamra-tul-Aūlā (the small Satan), then Jamra-tulWus৬ā (the middle Satan) and then Jamra-tul-‘Aqabaĥ (the big
Satan).

৫awāf-uz-ZiyāraƩ
 ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ is the second pillar of Hajj.
 It is preferable to perform ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ on 10th Żulণijjaĥ. If it cannot be performed on 10th, it can be performed
on 11th or 12th as well but it must be performed before the
sunset of 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ.

ণalq implies getting all the hair of head shaved while Qaৢr means getting every hair
of a quarter of the head trimmed equal to at least a finger digit in length.

1
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 If the sunset of 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ occurred before the
completion of four rounds of ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ, Dam (a
type of expiation/slaughtering a sheep or goat in ণaram)
will become Wājib.
 However, if a woman experiencing menses or post-natal
bleeding becomes pure after 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ, she should
perform it now; Dam will not be Wājib out of delay for
these reasons.
 If a woman experiencing her menstrual periods has not
yet performed ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ and her seat for return
flight has already been booked, she should get the
reservation of her seat cancelled, if possible, and perform
৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ after attaining purity. If the cancellation
of reservation causes difficulty for her or her travelling
companions, she can perform ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ in the
same state because of compulsion, but Badanaĥ (the
sacrifice of a cow or camel) will be due to her. Further, it
is also necessary for her to repent, as entering Masjid in
the state of impurity is a sin. If she succeeds in repeating
৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ after attaining purity from menses by
the sunset of 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ, expiation will become void,
i.e. Badanaĥ will no longer remain due to her. If she manages
to repeat ৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ having attained purity after
12th Żul-ণijjaĥ, the expiation of Badanaĥ will become
void but that of Dam will still be due to her.
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৫awāf-e-Rukhৢat
After performing Hajj, when an Āfāqī ণājī intends to return
back to his country, ৫awāf-e-Rukhৢat becomes Wājib for him.
If he does not perform it, Dam will become Wājib for him. [An
Āfāqī ণājī is the one who comes from outside Miqāt e.g. from
Pakistan, India etc.].

Thirteen Madanī pearls
1. The ণājī who gets out of the plain of ‘Arafāt before sunset,
Dam will become Wājib (necessary) for him. If he re-enters
the limits of ‘Arafāt before sunset, Dam will become void
(no longer remain Wājib).
2. From ৡubত-e-ৡādiq of 10th Żul-ণijjaĥ to sunrise is the
stipulated time for stay at Muzdalifaĥ. If one stays even
for a moment within this duration, his Wājib (of staying
at Muzdalifaĥ) will be fulfilled. If even a single moment was
not spent in Muzdalifaĥ during the stipulated time, Dam
will become Wājib. Similarly, the one leaving Muzdalifaĥ
before ৡubত-e-ৡādiq his Wājib will get missed, and therefore,
Dam will become Wājib for him. However, if a woman, a
patient, a very old or weak person left Muzdalifaĥ (before
time) in compulsion for fear of being harmed by the influx
of people, no expiation will be due to such people.
3. Though the time for the Ramī of 10th Żul-ণijjaĥ is from
sunrise to ৡubত-e-ৡādiq, performing Ramī from sunset to
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ৡubত-e-ৡādiq is Makrūĥ. However, if there is a valid
reason, e.g. if a shepherd does Ramī at night, there is no
harm in it.
4. On 10th Żul-ণijjaĥ, if a Qārin or a Mutamatte’ gets ণalq or
Qaৢr done after carrying out Ramī but before performing
Qurbānī, Dam will become Wājib for him. The Mufrid
may get ণalq or Qaৢr done after Ramī as Qurbānī is not
Wājib for him; instead, it is just Mustaতab for him.
5. It is Wājib to do Qurbānī of Hajj Tamattu’ and Hajj Qirān
as well as ণalq/Qaৢr within the limits of ণaram. If both
these rites are performed outside the limits of ণaram, two
Dams will become Wājib for Mutamatte’ and four Dams
will become Wājib for Qārin as there is double expiation
for Qārin on every offence.
6. The time for the Ramī of 11th and 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ starts
from the declining of the sun (i.e. immediately after the
commencement of the timings of uĥr ৡalāĥ). Countless
people perform Ramī in the morning; this is wrong and
such Ramī is invalid. If the one carrying out Ramī before
the declining of the sun on 11th or 12th did not repeat it on
the same day, Dam would become Wājib for him.
7. Although the time for the Ramī of 11th and 12th Żul-ণijjaĥ
is from the declining of the sun to ৡubত-e-ৡādiq, doing
Ramī after sunset without a valid reason is Makrūĥ.
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8. No one, whether a man or a woman, can depute anyone
else to perform Ramī on his/her behalf unless he/she falls
ill to such an extent that he/she is unable to get to the
Jamrāt even by conveyance. If a man or a woman is not ill
to the above-mentioned extent, even then, he/she deputes
anyone else to perform Ramī on his/her behalf instead of
performing it in person, Dam will become Wājib for
him/her.
9. If the ৡubত-e-ৡādiq of 13th Żul-ণijjaĥ takes place whilst a
ণājī is still within the limits of Minā Sharīf, performing
the Ramī of 13th Żul-ণijjaĥ will also become Wājib for
him. If he went without performing Ramī, Dam would
become Wājib for him.
10. If someone went to his country without performing
৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ, mere expiation cannot make up for it
as a pillar of Hajj was not performed. It is mandatory for
him to come back to Makka-tul-Mukarramaĥ and perform
৫awāf-uz-Ziyāraĥ. As long as he does not perform ৫awāfuz-Ziyāraĥ, his sexual intercourse with his wife will not be
ণalāl (permissible) even if several years pass.
11. If an Āfāqī woman experiences menses at the time of her
return, ৫awāf-e-Rukhৢat will no longer remain Wājib for her.
She may go to her country. There is no need to pay Dam.
12. Sa’ī may be performed without Wuঌū but performing it in
the state of Wuঌū is Mustaতab.
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13. In case of performing ‘Umraĥ a number of times, it is
Wājib to get ণalq/Qaৢr done every time to remove Iতrām.
If head is already shaved, passing razor on it is still Wājib.

Pilgrimage to Madinah Munawwarah
0DGëQD\NÁVDIDUåD\DXUPD\QQDPGëGDåQDPGëGDå
-DEëQDIVXUGDåDIVXUGDåTDGDPODJK]ëGDåODJK]ëGDå

Come at Bāb-ul-Baqī’
Come at Bāb-ul-Baqī’ respectfully and rationally, with tears in
eyes. If you cannot weep, at least wear a weeping look on the

iġ

hû i h h h ûh h i h ğ h i  ğ h

 A and then pause a
face. Now recite ĬA ^ź ŎK ĵŽ ūžŰŠ _ƆŏɉAb CźŰŕɉ
bit as if you are asking permission from the Beloved and Blessed
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä to enter his majestic court. Now recite
û
ġ
ğ  ŴƧŋɉA
ğ  j ĬA
űj žû ń
j ŋɉA
 ƈ, place your right foot into the Masjid and
j
enter Masjid-un-Nabawī extremely respectfully.
The heart of every true Muslim is aware of the utmost reverence
and respect that is Farঌ on this occasion. Keep your hands, feet,
eyes, tongue and heart free from engaging in any thing else and
move ahead weeping. Do not look here and there. Do not look
at decors and carvings of the Masjid. Just one thought and only
one will should preoccupy you that an absconded culprit is
Äǭ
going to enter the merciful court of his master ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä ȻȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .
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&KDOÁåīQDëNPXMULPNëϭDUDΥPD\QMÁQLEHÀTÁ
1DГDUVKDUPLQGDåVKDUPLQGDåEDGDQODU]ëGDåODU]ëGDå

If it is not a Makrūĥ time (for ৡalāĥ) and your overwhelming
sentiments also permit you, offer two Rak’āt ৡalāĥ each for
Taতiyya-tul-Masjid and in gratitude to your presence at the
blessed court.
Now, with immense reverence and devotion, come at the
Muwājaĥaĥ Sharīf from the direction of the blessed feet facing
the Golden Grille, lowering head and eyes, weeping and
trembling with shame of sins but having hope of mercy and
blessings from the most merciful Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä ȻȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ .

In what direction is his blessed face?
Now with utmost respect, face the Golden Grille standing under
the large chandelier directly facing the direction of the silver
nails driven into the eastern side of the blessed golden door,
with your back towards the Qiblaĥ. Stand at about two yards
distance with utmost respect facing the Beloved and Blessed
Äǭ
Rasūl ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä like you stand in ৡalāĥ.
In Fatāwā ‘Ālamgīrī and various other books of Fiqĥ it is
 ğ

i

h

i

mentioned j CźŰŕɉA Ǎj ťjŪiŽĵųh Ŭ  ťjŪiŽ, i.e. stand in the court of the Holy
Äǭ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü  ¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä as one stands in ৡalāĥ.
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Remember! The Prophet of Raতmaĥ, the Intercessor of Ummaĥ,
Äǭ
the Owner of Jannaĥ ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä is alive just like his
apparent life in his sacred mausoleum. He is seeing you and is
aware of even the thoughts of your heart.
Beware! Avoid kissing and touching the Golden Grille as it is
contrary to manners because our hands are not worthy of
touching the Grille. Hence stand 2 yards away. Isn’t it a great
Äǭ
privilege that the Beloved and Blessed Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä ȻȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä
has let you come close to his resting place and his merciful
sight is now towards you!
'ëGÁUND\TÁELOWRNDåÁQPD\UëQDГDUåD\
<HåWD\UëՌLQÁ\DWåD\ND\UXNKWD\UÁLGåDUåD\

Salām in court of Holy Prophet



Now, with immense reverence and devotion, say Salām in the
following words in melancholic and moderate voice:

h h h h ğ h Qi i h h h h ġ i h û h h Ġ ğ h Ġ h h û h h i h ğ h
 AĹ ƧKbƱj ȍAĵŹ ȬAū
ūZ
 žû Ű Š_i Ɔŏɉ
A ŷĻȢ ŋ Ʌbj Ĭ
 žŰ Š_ƆŏɉA
û h h û h h h û h h i h ğ h Q ġ h û i h h
h ğ h Q ġ
 ^ź ŎKĵŽ
_i ƆZŏɉ
A j Ĭ
 AŨj ZŰŇǞ
 Ňĵ
 ZŽūZžŰ Š_ƆŏɉA j ĬA
h   h h h h h ğ h Q h û û i û h û h h h û h h
ū
 Zj ɉAȇbh ūZZžû Ű Š_i ƆZZŏɉ
A ǻ
 j ȼj ŵŊZZųɉA
 şž ŧj Z őĵZ ŽūZZžŰ Š
û hû h h ğih h h û hh
h jš Ʀ
 Aū
 j ļ ŲAbū
 j ķĵŅŔ
 Ab
 Qǻ
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ġ h j h
i ǂ
K
Salām in court of ৡiddīq Akbar ŷi Ŷû ȭh ĬA

Now, move towards east (i.e. towards your right) by about half
yard (in front of the small hole) and say Salām whilst standing
and both hands folded in front of the blessed face of ৡiddīq
Æ
Akbar ȜÅ È ȚǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä .
Å ʝ

h ûh h i h ğ h Q ġ û i h h hû h h h ûh h i h ğ h
h hŽū
ŋh ɆûjL bĵ
žŰ Š _ƆŏɉA j ĬA
 ^j ź ŎK Ĺŧžj Ű ŇĵŽūžŰ Š _ƆŏɉA
hû
ġ û ih h
h hh h ğ h Qġ û ih
jKĵZŤůA Ǎ
 j j ĬA
 ^j źZ
 ŎKĶjńĵZŔh ĵhŽūžû Ű Š_i Ɔŏɉ
A j ĬA
 ^j ź ŎK
i h
ġ ihûh h
 Kb
Qŷi ĻȢ ŋh Ʌh bjh ĬAĹ Ƨ
ġ h j h
i ǂ
K
Salām in court of Fārūq A’am ŷi Ŷû ȭh ĬA

Now, move again towards the east by half yard and say Salām
Æ
to Fārūq A’am ȜÅ È ȚǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä .
Å ʝ

h h h h ğ h Qh û û i û h û h h h û h h i h ğ h
ĵZ hŽūZZžû Ű Š_i ƆZZŏɉ
A ǻj Ŷ Ųj İZ
 ZųɉA
Ǟ
 Z Ųj AĵZ ŽūZ
 ZžŰ Š_ƆZZŏɉA
h û û ğ h h û h h i h ğ h Qh û h û h û h k h i
h û ų j ŰZŏû ųi û ɉA b
h
j
 űųj ļŲ
ǻ

_
Ɔ
ZŎjƅA
 ŌjŠĵŽūžŰ Š_ƆŏɉA ǻšj ɅK ƅA
j
i h
ġ ihûh h
 Ĺ Ƨ
 Qŷi ĻȢ ŋh Ʌh bh j ĬA
 Kb
Say Salām in court of Shaīkhaīn together
Then, move westwards (i.e. towards your left side) by a span1,
stand in front of the space between the two small holes with

1

The word ‘span’ here implies the distance between the tip of the thumb and that of
the little finger when the hand is fully extended.
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your face towards the Golden Grille and say Salām jointly in
Æ
 ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
the courts of ৡiddīq Akbar and Fārūq A’am ǀȖÄ ȞÅ È ȚǽÄ ȻŢǀ
Ä §Ä .
Å ʝ

i h h h ğ h Q ġ û i h ûh hû h h h i ûh h i h ğ h
ĵZųh ŭ
 žû Ű Š_i ƆZŏɉ
A j ĬA
 ^j źZ
 ŎKƲZ
 ŧžj Ű ŇĵŽĵųŭ
 žŰ Š_ƆŏɉA
i h h h ğ h Q ġ û i h û h û h h
h
^j źZ
û Ŏi Kh ǋ
û h žû ł
j ZŗĵZhŽĵųh ŭ
 žû ŰŠ _i Ɔŏɉ
A j ĬA
 ^j ź ŎK d
 ŋ ɆjLbĵŽ
ġ û i h h û h h h ğ h i i h û h Q i i h h h h ġ i h û h h ġ
 AĹ ƧKbj ĬA

j ĬA
 ^j źZ
 ŎK
 ŉŶj ŠĹ Šĵ
 ŧŒɉAĵųŭ
 Ű ĴŎ
 A ŷĻȢ ŋ Ʌbj Ĭ
ğ h h hh h i ûh h h ûh h  h h iġ ğ h
 Kĵ
 Ʌbĵųŭ
 žŰ Šbjŷ žŰ ŠǓĵ
 šȩĬAǔ
Ŕ
 Qűh Ű Ŏh bh ]
All these courts are sacred places where one’s Du’ā is accepted.

Don’t turn your back towards Golden Grille for Du’ā
Whenever you get the privilege of being present in front of the
Golden Grille, do not look here and there; looking inside the
grille is a great daring act. With back towards the Qiblaĥ, keep
standing two yards away from the Grille and say Salām whilst
facing towards the sacred Muwājaĥaĥ. Make Du’ā whilst facing
Golden Grilles. If you turned towards the Ka’baĥ, your back
would be towards the Ka’baĥ of the Ka’baĥ.

Madanī request
Keep your mobile phones off during ৫awāf as well as when you
are inside Masjidaīn-e-Karīmaīn.
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Ruling: Musical tune of phone is impermissible and sin even
outside Masjid. Repent of it and make a firm intention never to
use it again.

Fragrant Madanī pearl
The sign of an accepted Hajj is that the ণājī returns having
become more pious than before.

Pay attention
It is Farঌ to learn essential rulings of Hajj for the one for whom
Hajj has become Farঌ. As this brief booklet consists of hints
only, it is absolutely insufficient. It is useful only for those who
have already learnt detailed rulings of Hajj. Therefore, in order
to learn rulings of Hajj, go through Rafīq-ul-ۉarāmaīn1 and
contact Islamic scholars to understand required rulings.
0DGëQD\SRåDQFKD\WRVÁWåÁ\ÁJKDPMXGÁëNÁ
äDPDVKNEÁUåëSRåDQFKD\WåD\DVKNEÁUFKDOD\

I

I ´Ò!
Ì/2 ËƠI ³ƕv
/ 0 È2 !Ç Ơ/2 £
/ 0

/

/

/

3
xÜV z1 Ç Ơ/ ³ Ö
 V È£
/ 02 /
/


1

By the grace of Allah
been published.

ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ,

the English translation of Rafīq-ul-ۉarāmaīn has also
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An introduction to Dawat-e-Islami
The Prophet of Raতmaĥ, the Intercessor of Ummaĥ, the Owner
of Jannaĥ ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾøÄǉ Ȼ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ says, ‘The one who recites ৡalāt
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will send His mercies on him
upon me one time, Allah Ȑ
ten times.’ ϢDΥëΥ0XVOLPSSΤDGëġ 
I

I ´Ò!
Ì/2 ËƠI ³ƕv
/ 0 È2 !Ç Ơ/2 £
/ 0

/

/

/

3
xÜV z1 Ç Ơ/ ³ Ö
 V È£
/ 02 /
/

Äǭ
The Beloved Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä says, ‘He who loved my
Sunnaĥ loved me and he who loved me will be with me in the
Heaven.’ 7ÁUëNK'LPLVKTSSYRO'ÁUXO)LNU%HLUXW The Holy
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ said:

h hh û ği h h hû û ğ i h ğ hh û h
h
 ŉg žû Źj őjĹĴh Ųj ŋi Ł
û Aŷi Ű ŦƲ
 j ŲAjIĵŏŦŉŶj ŠƲj ȿŏjȵūŏ
 ųȩŴ
Ų

At the time of heresy in my Ummaĥ, whoever adheres to my
Sunnaĥ, will be granted the reward of one hundred martyrs.
0LVKNÁWXO0DϣÁEëΥSSYROΤDGëġ 

Commenting on the above-mentioned narration, Mufassir-eShaĥīr ণakīm-ul-Ummat, Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān Na’īmī
ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
 ü ÄǾÄǉ Ȼ ƣ
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ƅ
Ä È §Ä says: ‘A martyr gets success as a result of just one
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ keeps bearing
attack of the sword but this servant of Allah Ȑ
the attacks of peoples’ taunts and derogatory remarks throughout
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , his
his life. He bears everything for the pleasure of Allah Ȑ
Jihad is greater Jihad, like growing beard and refraining from
interest etc. in this era.’ 0LUÁåSSYRO
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The necessity of Dawat-e-Islami
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ says in the Holy Quran, verse 104 of Sūraĥ Āl-eAllah Ȑ
‘Imrān, part 4:

ÐÁÐ Á Á Â ÐÁ ¿ ÁÂ Â Ð Ð Â ÁÐÁ
Ð Ð Ð Á Ð Ð
.Á ¡Ð Á Ð Á ª 0Á )
 K0
Ã 0aÂ ½ Á CÃF.0aÂ ½Â CÁª 0Á ǀÃ ǈǡǱ ƎƶÃ.¡Ð ~]Äª §Ä  Ð ɐÄ Ã  
Á Ð Á
Ð Ð Â Á í Â
èÛÚÞé  .
 Á ¡Ð ÂǳǼÃ Â  ȞÂ ȟ ƊÃ 00Á ĔaÃ Ð Â Ã ~
And let there be such a group among you that may call towards
goodness and command what is righteous and prevent evil. And
the very same attained their goals.
>.DQ]XOêPÁQ 7UDQVODWLRQRI4XUDQ @ 3DUW6īUDåÀOHՌ,PUÁQ 

Commenting on the foregoing verse, Mufassir-e-Shaĥīr,
ণakīm-ul-Ummat Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān ¼ǀÄÇȚøȖÄ È øȑȻ ǆÅ ȖÄ øǕÈ §ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøÄǽ writes in
Tafsīr-e-Na’īmī, vol. 4, pp. 72, ‘O Muslims! There should be
one such movement amongst you, or you have to launch one
such movement on permanent basis that calls all the impious
people towards righteousness, all the disbelievers towards
Islamic faith, all the transgressors towards piety, all the heedless
towards awareness, all the ignorant towards Islamic knowledge
and gnosis, all the reserved ones towards the pleasure of (divine)
love and all those in forgetfulness towards mindfulness.
Similarly, this movement is to enforce correct beliefs, good
manners and good deeds orally, by writings, practically,
forcefully, softly and (a ruler to his subjects) strictly. Further,
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this movement is to prevent people from false beliefs, bad
manners, bad deeds, evil intentions and evil thoughts by tongue,
heart, deed, by writings and even by force (as the case may be).
7DIVëUH1DՍëPëSSYRO

All are preachers
 ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣ
Æ ȻǆÅ ÄƅÈ §Ä further says: All the Muslims are preachers. It is
He ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
Farঌ for all of them to inspire people towards righteousness
and prevent them from evils.’ In other words, every Muslim
has to convey whatever he knows to other Muslims. In favour
Æ Ȼ ǆÅ ÄƅÈ §
of his standpoint, Muftī Aতmad Yār Khān Na’īmī ȜÈ Ȧ Ä ȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä
Æ
ÄÇ ǭ
ʄ
quotes the following ণadīš. The Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ ȑü ¾Ä ȻȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä
Å
e h ûh h û k h û i k h

Ĺ
Ž
A
ź
ɉ
b
ƴ
ȭ
A
ź
Ťj
Ű
ķ
said: ‘
’ Convey on my behalf even if only one verse.
j

ϢDΥëΥ%XNKÁUëSSYROΤDGëġ

Prayers will not be answered
Æ
Sayyidunā ণużayfaĥ Bin Yamān ȜÅ È ȚǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Ä §Ä reports that the
Å ʝ
Æ
Æ
Ä
ȳ
ǭ
Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȑü¾Ä Ȼ Ȝ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä said: ‘I swear by the One under
whose omnipotence my life is! You must keep calling people
towards righteousness and preventing them from evils; otherwise,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ will send torment soon. Then, you will pray but your
Allah Ȑ
prayers will not be answered.’ -ÁPLՍ7LUPLļë.LWÁEXO)LWDQSS

YROΤDGëġ
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Admonition of divine punishment
Æ
Sayyidunā Jarīr ȜÅ È ȚÄǽȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣ
Ä §Ä reports that he heard the Holy
Å Ȼ ʝ
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒøǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ȜÅ øȹ Ȓ øȑȻ ʄÄÇ ǭÄ saying: ‘If sinful acts are being
committed in a certain community and its people do not
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ
prevent sins despite being capable enough to do so, Allah Ȑ
will inflict torment on them before they die.’ 6XQDQ$Eë'ÁZīG

.LWÁEXO0DOÁΥLPSSYROΤDGëġ

The establishment of Dawat-e-Islami
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ sent such great
Dear Islamic brothers! In every era, Allah Ȑ
personalities to the Ummaĥ of His Beloved and Blessed Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä who excellently fulfilled the responsibility of
calling people towards righteousness and preventing them
from evils. Further, they inculcated in other Muslims the
mindset that I must strive to reform myself and the people of
the whole world.

One of such great personalities is Amīr-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat ‘Allāmaĥ
Maulānā Muhammad Ilyas ‘Attar Qadiri ȜøÄ Ȧ øÆ ȑǀ øÄǾ È øȑȻ ȔÅ øȞÅ øǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ øÄǃ Ȼ ǈÈ øȕÄ Ä¥ who
launched the Madanī work of Dawat-e-Islami, a global & nonpolitical movement for the preaching of Quran and Sunnaĥ,
with some of his companions in Karachi in 1981 (1401 A.H.).
He is acknowledged like the saints of the past due to his superb
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , deep love of
and matchless qualities such as fear of Allah Ȑ
the Prophet, zeal and determination for the revival and
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promotion of Sunnaĥ, piety, forgiveness, perseverance, patience,
thankfulness, humility, sincerity, asceticism, good-manners, total
disinterest in the world, concern about the protection of faith,
ambition to spread religious knowledge and guiding Muslims.
Through Dawat-e-Islami, he has caused a Madanī revolution
in the lives of millions of Muslims, especially the young men
and women. Many wicked young men repented and adopted a
pious way of life. Those previously not performing ৡalāĥ not
only started offering ৡalāĥ but also many progressed even
further becoming the Imāms of Masājid; disobedient and rude
children began to respect and obey their parents; those wandering
in the dark valley of Kufr (disbelief) were blessed with the light
of Islam; those dreaming of the sensual beauty of European
countries became anxious and desirous of seeing the beauty of
the Holy Ka’baĥ and the Green Dome of sweet Madīnaĥ; those
who were previously worried and grieved about their worldly
matters got the Madanī mindset of pondering over their
Hereafter; those fond of reading romantic and filthy novels got
attracted to reading the books and booklets of Amīr-e-Aĥl-eSunnat ȜøÄ Ȧ øÆ ȑǀ øÄǾ È øȑȻ ȔÅ øȞÅ øǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ øÄǃ ȻǈÈ øȕÄ Ä¥ and other ‘Ulamā-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat; those
loving to go on picnics for pleasure, started travelling with
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ; people whose
Madanī Qāfilaĥs for the pleasure of Allah Ȑ
aim was just to accumulate the wealth of the world adopted
the Madanī mission, ‘I must strive to reform myself as well as
the people of the whole world.’
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1. About 186 countries
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , the Madanī message of Dawat-eBy the grace of Allah Ȑ
Islami has so far reached almost 186 countries of the world;
efforts for further progress are underway.

2. Preaching among the non-Muslims
Millions of impious Muslims have become practicing Muslims
by commencing regular offering of ৡalāĥ and acting upon Sunnaĥs;
non-Muslims also embrace Islam in different countries as a
result of the efforts of Dawat-e-Islami’s preachers.

3. Madanī QāfilaƩ
Innumerable Madanī Qāfilaĥs of the devotees of Rasūl keep
travelling from country to country, city to city and town to
town in order to spread and promote religious knowledge,
Sunnaĥs and call towards righteousness.

4. Madanī training centres
At several parts of the world, Madanī training centres have been
established where Islamic brothers from near and far come and
stay, learn Sunnaĥs in the company of the devotees of Rasūl and
then spread the message of Islam in different areas.
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5. Construction of Masājid
A Majlis namely ‘Majlis Khuddām-ul-Masājid’ has been
established for the construction of Masājid. There is a constant
set-up for the construction of numerous Masājid within and
outside Pakistan. In many cities, Faīzān-e-Madīnaĥ are also
under construction.

6. The Imāms of Masājid
There is a vast & permanent system of appointing and paying
remuneration, e.g. salary to innumerable Imāms, Mūażżins and
servants of Masjid.

7. Dumb, Deaf and Blind
Persistent efforts are underway for the reform of the dumb,
deaf and blind. Their Madanī Qāfilaĥs also travel. Further, thirty
days’ courses are also conducted from time to time for teaching
gesture-language.

A Christian’s embracing of Islam
In 2007, a Madanī Qāfilaĥ of blind Islamic brothers boarded a
bus to reach the intended Masjid. Some normal Islamic
brothers (who were not blind) also travelled with this Madanī
Qāfilaĥ. Making individual effort, when the Amīr of the
Qāfilaĥ asked the name of the person sitting beside him, the
person said: ‘I am Christian. I have studied about Islam and
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I’m impressed with Islam, but the character of today’s Muslims
is a hindrance in the way of my embracing Islam. When you
boarded the bus, I noticed that all of you were dressed in simple
white clothes; all of you said ‘Salām’ as well while getting on
the bus; even the blind participants of your Qāfilaĥ have worn
white dress and green turban; all of you have beard too.’
Having listened to his comments, the Amīr of the Qāfilaĥ told
him about Dawat-e-Islami’s Majlis for special Islamic brothers
and Amīr-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat’s great services for Islam. He also
briefly introduced Dawat-e-Islami to that Christian. Thereafter,
the Amīr of the Qāfilaĥ told him that the blind participants of
the Qāfilaĥ were travelling for the reform of the irreligious
Muslims (whose wicked character was a hurdle in the way of
his embracing Islam). Listening to this, the Christian became
so impressed that he recited Kalimaĥ and embraced Islam.
I
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8. Jails
Persistent efforts are underway for the reform of prisoners as
well. A Jāmi’a-tul-Madīnaĥ has also been established at Karachi
central jail where prisoners are becoming scholars. Impressed
by the Madanī activities carried out in jails, a large number of
criminals have repented of their sins. Further, these people are
not only travelling with Madanī Qāfilaĥ after being released
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but also leading their lives according to Sunnaĥ. Those who
used to spray people with bullets are now presenting people
with the pearls of Sunnaĥ. As a result of the individual efforts
made by Dawat-e-Islami’s preachers, non-Muslim prisoners
are also embracing Islam.



An admirer of the Prophet

In order to properly function around the globe, Dawat-e-Islami
has set up many Majālis (committees) all around the world, as
part of its organizational structure. One of its many functional
committees is ‘Majlis-e-Rābi৬aĥ bil-‘Ulamā Wal-Mashāikh’ (a
public relation committee for creating ties with Islamic scholars),
which primarily consists of scholars. One of its members went
to a famous religious academy known as Jāmi’aĥ Rāshidiyaĥ in
Pir Jo Goth, Bāb-ul-Islam, in the province of Sindh, Pakistan.
During the conversations with the Shaykh-ul-ণadīš, the
contributions of Dawat-e-Islami in prisons came up. The
Honourable Shaykh-ul-ণadīš shared one of the splendid
stories about Dawat-e-Islami’s work in prisons, which he had
personally experienced. Therefore, he stated that he knew a
robber who was notorious in the suburb of Pir Jo Goth (a
village in the province of Sindh, Pakistan). The police raided so
many times to arrest him, but he often managed to escape. He
was even apprehended many times but was released on
account of his connections with influential people. Eventually,
he was apprehended for a crime in the city of Bāb-ul-Madīnaĥ,
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Karachi; for which he was convicted, and sent to prison. After
serving his sentence, the robber came to visit the Shaykh. At
first glance, the Shaykh could not recognize the robber, as he
was always bareheaded and beardless. Now, the robber’s face
was illuminating as he had grown a beard, and his head was
gleaming as he was crowned with a green turban; showing
extreme devotion and love for the Beloved and Blessed
Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä ȻȜȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü ÄǾÄǉȻÅƣȻʄÄÇ ǭÄ . Marks of prostration on his forehead
were indicating his adherence to ৡalāĥ.
To end the Shaykh’s surprise, the robber said that Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ 
he was blessed with joining Dawat-e-Islami during his
imprisonment. The robber further stated that with the efforts
and help of Islamic brothers he was able to free himself from
the shackles of sins, becoming an admirer of the Holy Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä .

9. Collective I’tikāf
In the sacred month of Ramadan, 30 days’ and last ten days’
collective I’tikāf is also organized in innumerable Masājid of
the world. Thousands of Islamic brothers attend this I’tikāf in
which they learn religious knowledge and Sunnaĥ. Further, a
number of Mu’takifīn travel with the Madanī Qāfilaĥ of the
Rasūl’s devotees at the night of Eid-ul-Fi৬r.
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The whole family embraced Islam due to the blessings
of I’tikāf
An Islamic brother stated: A new Muslim (who embraced Islam
as a result of the efforts of a Muballigh of Dawat-e-Islami) was
blessed with the opportunity to take part in the collective I’tikāf
that was held in the Memon Masjid of Kalyan (Maharashtra,
India) by Dawat-e-Islami in Ramadan (1426 A.H/2005). The
Sunnaĥ-Inspiring speeches, cassette Ijtimā’āt, and SunnaĥInspiring sessions, all had a deep Madanī impact on him. By
virtue of the blessings of I’tikāf, he developed a passion to
preach his blessed religion. His other family members were still
wandering in the dark valley of disbelief. After attending the
I’tikāf, he began making efforts for the reform of his family. He
even invited Muballighīn of Dawat-e-Islami to his house to
encourage his family to embrace Islam. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ! His parents,
two sisters and brother embraced Islam and initiated into the
spiritual Qādiriyyaĥ Razaviyyaĥ order and hence became Murīd
Æ
(disciples) of Ghauš-e-A’am ȜÅ È ȚǽȻÄ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻƣȻ
Ä §Ä .
Å ʝ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ ! Amīr-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat Shaykh
By the grace of Allah Ȑ
‘Allāmaĥ Maulānā Muhammad Ilyas Qadiri ȜøÄ Ȧ øÆ ȑǀ øÄǾ È øȑȻ ȔÅ øȞÅ øǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ øÄǃ Ȼ ǈÈ øȕÄ Ä¥ is
one of the great religious figures of the present time. By the
blessings of doing Baī’at through him, millions of Muslims
have not only repented of their sins but are also leading a
peaceful life in conformity with divine commandments and
Äǭ
Sunnaĥ of the Noble Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾ȻÄ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä . With the pious
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intention of serving the Muslims, it is our sincere Madanī
suggestion to you that if you have not yet become the Murīd
(disciple) of any full-fledged Pīr (spiritual guide), you should
take Baī’at with Amīr-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat ȜøÄ Ȧ øÆ ȑǀ øÄǾ È øȑȻ ȔÅ øȞÅ øǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ øÄǃ Ȼ ǈÈ øȕÄ Ä¥ to attain
his blessings. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ÄǽȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ! You will be blessed with success in
the world as well as the Hereafter.
I
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How to become a Murīd (disciple)
Write the name of those who want to become Murīd or ৫ālib
along with their father’s name and their age, serial-wise on a
piece of paper and mail it to this address: Alami Madani Markaz,
Faizan-e-Madinah, Majlis Maktubat-o-Taweezat-e-Attariyyah,
Mahallah Saudagran, old Sabzi Mandi, Karachi, Pakistan.
ȐÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ

ȜøȹȒøȑÄƴˠǩÄ Ȼ ¼È Æ,

They will be accepted into the Qādirīyyaĥ,
Razawīyyaĥ, ‘A৬৬āriyyaĥ order. Do not forget to write your
complete address in capital letters. You can also email us this
information at ‘attar@dawateislami.net.’

10. Weekly, 11. Provincial &
12. Largest congregation apart from Hajj
In addition to the weekly Ijtimā’āt held in thousands of places
of the world, Ijtimā’āt are also held at international and
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provincial levels which are attended by millions of Rasūl’s
devotees and the fortunate Islamic brothers travel with SunnaĥInspiring Madanī Qāfilaĥs at the end of the Ijtimā’. A 3-day
International Sunnaĥ-Inspiring Ijtima’ is held every year at the
vast ground of ৡaতrā-e-Madīnaĥ situated in Madīna-tul-Auliyā
Multan Sharif in which Madanī Qāfilaĥs from several
countries of the world come to participate. No doubt, it is the
largest congregation of the Muslims apart from that of Hajj.

Drug addiction was discarded
An Islamic brother from Nawabshah has stated that the
international congregation of Dawat-e-Islami was going to be
held and its preparations were underway with full zeal.
By virtue of the training of Madanī environment, I had also
made up my mind to spread righteousness and prevent evils.
Therefore, I invited a young man to attend the international
congregation of Dawat-e-Islami but he excused saying that he
would not be able to attend the congregation due to an
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , I
inexplicable reason. Seeking help inwardly from Allah Ȑ
tried to persuade him describing the importance and excellence
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ and attending religious
of travelling in the path of Allah Ȑ
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ , he got ready to
congregations. By the grace of Allah Ȑ
attend congregation with us. Having reached the congregation,
he remained at his ease for a while, but then suddenly, his
condition deteriorated to such an extent that he insisted to go
back. However, as a result of temporary medical treatment and
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the individual efforts of Islamic brothers, he became satisfied
and did not leave the congregation. In the congregation, he got
blessings in abundance and wept bitterly during Du’ā. After
the congregation, we returned.
He met me after few months. When I enquired after him, he
told me a strange thing that he was a drug-addicted and did
not get relief unless he was injected. It was extremely difficult
to discard drug-addiction. He thanked me for taking him to
the Sunnaĥ-Inspiring congregation because of whose blessings
he had got rid of the curse of drug-addiction. He further said
that not only his health had improved but his many other
problems had also been solved by the blessings of Dawat-eIslami’s congregations.

13. Madanī revolution in Islamic sisters
A number of weekly Ijtimā’āt are also held for Islamic sisters at
various places, with due care of Islamic veiling. Countless Islamic
sisters who were previously distant from Islamic teachings
have now become regular in offering of ৡalāĥ and have adopted
Madanī Burqa’ (Islamic veiling). Thousands of Madrasa-tulMadīnaĥ for adult Islamic sisters are held daily in various
countries with due care of Islamic veiling. According to an
estimate, 3 thousand and 268 Madāris of Islamic sisters are
held daily all over Pakistan in which 40 thousand and 453
Islamic sisters get free education of the Holy Quran, ৡalāĥ and
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Sunnaĥ and memorize supplications over there. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ !
Quran and ণadīš courses are conducted for the Madanī training
of responsible Islamic sisters at various locations of the country.
In addition, 12-day Tarbīyyatī course and Qāfilaĥ course are
also arranged in Bāb-ul-Madīnaĥ, Karachi.

I was fashion-able
An Islamic sister from ‘Bāb-ul-Madīnaĥ’ (Karachi) states,
‘Before joining Dawat-e-Islami, I was a fashion-able girl. It was
my routine to go to picnic points with short hair, long nails,
trimmed eyebrows, skin-tight clothes and scarf around the
neck. I was so fond of music that I would listen to songs on a
small radio all the time. In weddings, I used to beat drum and
sing songs. Though this way of life looked full of fun and
glamour to me, I was unaware that it could cause trouble for
me in grave and Hereafter.
At last, I learnt the correct way of leading my life. I learned this
way of life in Dawat-e-Islami’s weekly congregation for Islamic
sisters in Faīzān-e-Madīnaĥ. I was so much impressed with
Madanī environment that I started attending congregations of
Dawat-e-Islami regularly. I got rid of my previous sins
permanently. Now I have started wearing Madanī veil in order
to cover myself according to Sharī’aĥ. By virtue of taking
admission to the Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ I have not only learnt
the recitation of Holy Quran with correct pronunciation, but I
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have also started teaching the Holy Quran. At present, I am
responsible of Dawat-e-Islami’s congregation held in our area.
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ bless me with steadfastness in the Madanī
May Allah Ȑ
environment! Āmīn!
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14. Madanī In’āmāt
In order to make Islamic brothers, Islamic sisters and students
act persistently upon Farāiঌ, Wājibāt, Mustaতabbāt and adopt
moral excellence and to secure them from sins, a practical
system has been developed in the form of Madanī In’āmāt. A
lot of Islamic brothers, Islamic sisters and students act
according to Madanī In’āmāt and fill in its booklet daily while
performing Fikr-e-Madīnaĥ i.e. contemplation over deeds,
before going to sleep.
Dear Islamic brothers! For the betterment of the Muslims in
the world as well as the Hereafter, 72 Madanī In’āmāt for Islamic
brothers, 63 for Islamic sisters, 92 for male Islamic students, 83
for female Islamic students, 40 for Madanī children and 27 for
special (blind and deaf) Islamic brothers have been given in the
form of a questionnaire.

The reward of performing Fikr-e-MadīnaƩ daily
The summary of an account related by an Islamic brother is as
follows: Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ  ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ  I love Madanī In’āmāt and I do Fikr-e
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Madīnaĥ every day. Once I travelled with the devotees of Rasūl
with a Sunnaĥ-Inspiring Madanī Qāfilaĥ of Dawat-e-Islami, a
global & non-political movement of Quran and Sunnaĥ.
Our Qāfilaĥ reached Baluchistan (Pakistan). During the
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ opened the portal of mercy for this sinner.
Qāfilaĥ, Allah Ȑ
When I slept at night, I saw the Beloved and Blessed Prophet
Äǭ
ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü ¾Ä Ȼ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀ
ü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä in my dream. His blessed lips began to move,
and the following words were uttered, ‘I will take with me into
Heaven all those who carry out Fikr-e-Madīnaĥ everyday in
the Madanī Qāfilaĥ.’

15. Madanī MużākaraƩs
Ijtimā’āt of Madanī Mużākaraĥ (question-answer sessions) are
also held in which questions related to beliefs and deeds,
Sharī’aĥ & ৫arīqaĥ, history & traditions, medicine & spirituality
are answered. These answers are given by Amīr-e-Aĥl-e-Sunnat
øǃ È øȕ
ȜøÄ Ȧ øÆ ȑǀ øÄǾ È øȑȻ Ȕ
Ä Ä¥ himself.
Å øȞÅ øǉÅ ǀøȍÄ ǠÄ Ä Ȼǈ

16. Training of ণujjāj
In the blooming season of Hajj; preachers of Dawat-e-Islami
provide training to ণujjāj in ণājī camps. Hajj books are
distributed among ণujjāj for free to guide them regarding Hajj,
and visit to Madīna-tul-Munawwaraĥ.
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17. Educational institutes
In order to familiarize teachers and students with the Sunnaĥ
Äǭ
of our Great Holy Prophet ȔÄÇȒǥÄ ¾Ä Ȼ Ȝȳ Æ ȑü¾ȻÄ ȜÆ È ȦÄȒÄʋȻ Ţǀü ÄǾÄǉȻ ƣȻ
Å ʄÇ Ä Madanī activities
are being performed in educational institutes e.g. religious
Madāris, schools, colleges and universities. A lot of students
attend Sunnaĥ-Inspiring Ijtimā’āt and travel with Madanī
Qāfilaĥs. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ Äǽ ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ ! Several students who were fond of
worldly sciences have now become regular in ৡalāĥ and are
following Sunnaĥ.

18. Jāmi’a-tul-MadīnaƩ
Several Jāmi’āt by the name of ‘Jāmi’a-tul-Madīnaĥ’ have been
established within and outside Pakistan through which a lot of
Islamic brothers are being educated in Dars-e-Niāmī (‘Ālim
course) with feeding and accommodation facilities. Islamic
sisters are offered ‘Ālimaĥ course free of charge.
Students from Jāmi’āt of Dawat-e-Islami have been achieving
remarkable success for the past many years in the examinations
held by Tanīm-ul-Madāris, Pakistan which is the main
nationwide organization for Madāris of Aĥl-e-Sunnat,
sometimes, these students get 1st, 2nd and 3rd positions as well.

19. Madrasa-tul-MadīnaƩ
Several Madāris for ণif and Nāiraĥ by the name of Madrasatul-Madīnaĥ are being operated within and outside Pakistan.
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To date, more than 70 thousand Madanī boys and girls are
being taught ণif and Nāiraĥ free of charge.

20. Madrasa-tul-MadīnaƩ (for adults)
Similarly, thousands of Madrasa-tul-Madīnaĥ are operated
daily usually after ৡalāt-ul-‘Ishā in different Masājid etc. where
adults learn Quran-e-Majīd, & supplications with correct
pronunciation of Arabic alphabets, method of offering correct
ৡalāĥ and several other Sunnaĥ free of charge.

21. Clinics
Clinics have also been established at limited scale for medication
and treatment of ill students and staff free of charge.

22. Takhaৢৢuৢ-fil-FiqƩ (specialization in FiqƩ)
Muftī course for specialization in Islamic jurisprudence and a
course for specialization in other Islamic arts are also offered
in which several Islamic scholars are getting specialization in
Iftā and other faculties of Islamic knowledge.

23. Sharī’at course and trading course
In order to provide knowledge about different necessities of
religion, different courses are conducted from time to time, for
example, Sharī’at course, trading course etc.
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24. Majlis Taতqīqāt-e-Sharī’aƩ
To resolve new issues confronted by the Muslims, ‘Majlis
Taতqīqāt-e-Sharī’aĥ’ is busy with Islamic research. This Majlis
is comprised of Muftis, scholars and preachers of Dawat-eIslami.

25. Dār-ul-Iftā AƩl-e-Sunnat
For the solution of Shar’ī issues faced by the Muslims, several
Dār-ul-Iftā have been established where Muftīs of Dawat-eIslami offer solutions in person, in writing and by letters. Most
of the Fatawa are delivered in printed form.

26. Internet
Islamic values and virtues are being promoted all over the
world through the website: www.dawateislami.net

27. On-line Dār-ul-Iftā AƩl-e-Sunnat
The facility of on-line Dār-ul-Iftā Aĥl-e-Sunnat is available on
website of Dawat-e-Islami (www.dawateislami.net) through
which queries asked by the Muslims all over the world are
answered. The objections raised by disbelievers against Islam
are replied and they are invited to embrace Islam. Further, the
questions asked from countless different parts of the world are
answered on the spot by phone.
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28-29. Maktaba-tul-MadīnaƩ & Madīna-tul-‘IlmiyyaƩ
Æ ȻǆÅ ƅ
The books of A’lā ণaঌrat ȜÈȦÄȒÄʋȻŢǀü Ä ǾÄǉȻƣ
Ä È §Ä and other Islamic scholars
published by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ with the co-operation of
Al-Madīna-tul-‘Ilmiyyaĥ have reached in the hands of common
people in the quantity of millions, spreading and promoting
Sunnaĥ. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ÄǽȜøȹ Ȓ øÆȑȻǜÅ øȖÈ ǖÄ È øȑÄ ! Dawat-e-Islami has its own printing press
as well. In addition, millions of audio cassettes and VCDs
consisting of speeches and Madanī Mużākaraĥs have reached
all over the world.

30. Majlis Taftīsh Kutub-o-Rasāil
In order to remove Shar’ī mistakes and misconceptions
prevailing in the Muslim Ummaĥ on account of the publication
of unauthentic books, ‘Majlis Taftīsh Kutub-o-Rasāil’ (the
department for the authentication of books and booklets) has
been established. This Majlis goes through different writers’
books in terms of beliefs, blasphemy, morality, Arabic grammar
and Shar’ī rulings and issue a verification certificate.

31. Different courses
Different courses are arranged for the training of the preachers.
For example, 41-day Madanī Qāfilaĥ course, 63-day Tarbīyyatī
course, 30-day Qufl-e-Madīnaĥ course, Imāmat course,
Mudarris course etc. Likewise, different courses such as Arabic
grammar, Arabic conversation, ‘Ilm-e-Tawqīt and computer
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courses etc. are also conducted for the students of schools,
colleges and Jāmi’āt during their vacations.

32. Īৢāl-e-Šawāb
Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ offers facility of printing the names of
deceased relatives for Īৢāl-e-Šawāb on books like Faīzān-eSunnat, Laws of ܇alāĥ etc.

33. Stalls of Maktaba-tul-MadīnaƩ
For free distribution of books/booklets by families on the
occasions of marriage, funerals etc., Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ
offers the facility for setup of stalls. You are to just contact
Maktaba and rest of the services will be arranged by Maktaba
itself.

34. Majlis-e-Tarājim
Books published by Maktaba-tul-Madīnaĥ are translated by
Majlis-e-Tarājim in different languages such as Arabic,
Persian, English, Russian, Sindhi, Pashto, Tamil, French,
Swahili, Danish, Germen, Hindi, Bangla and Gujrati etc. and
sent all over the world.

35. Ijtimā’āt Abroad
In several countries of the world Sunnaĥ-Inspiring Ijtimā’āt
are held in which thousands of local Islamic brothers of those
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countries participate. By virtue of these Ijtimā’āt, sometimes,
disbelievers embrace Islam. At the end of these Ijtimā’āt,
 ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾ÄÄ ǢÇ ǽÄ .
Madanī Qāfilaĥs travel in the path of Allah Ȑ

36. Tarbīyyatī Ijtimā’āt
Two/three days training Ijtimā’āt are held for responsible
Islamic brothers within and outside Pakistan. Thousands of
responsible Islamic brothers attend these Ijtimā’āt in which
they are provided thorough guidance about how to carry out
the Madanī work of Dawat-e-Islami in more effective way.

37. Madanī channel
The marvels of Madanī channel are at peak. Several
disbelievers have embraced Islam, lot of those who were away
from ৡalāĥ has become regular in offering of ৡalāĥ. Several
people have repented of sins and started leading their life
according to Sunnaĥ. Ȑ ÄÇ ǑÄ ¾Ä ǢÄÇ ǽÄ  ȜøȹȒøȑȻÆ ǜøÅ ȖÈ ǖøÄ È ȑÄ ! It is a 100% pure Islamic
channel by virtue of which substantial religious knowledge
may be attained sitting at home.

38. Majlis-e-Rābi৬aƩ
Majlis-e-Rābi৬aĥ has been established to convey the message of
Dawat-e-Islami to renowned scholars, politicians, social
workers, national players and other important figures from
different walks of life.
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39. Majlis-e-Māliyāt
Majlis-e-Māliyāt has been established under the supervision of
proficient accountants and responsible Islamic brothers for
management of income and expenditure of Dawat-e-Islami.
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